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ON NECESSARY CONDITIONS OF OPTIMALITY IN LINEAR 
SPACES 
Milan VLACH, Delft 
*•• Introduction. The approach of the present com-
munication to necessary conditions of optimality is 
based on the fact that the optimality of an element 
can be expressed by stating that certain suitable sets 
have an empty intersection. Therefore, the following 
scheme is adopted. 
Let 6 be a set, let CJ be a subset of O and 
let R be a reflexive and transitive binary relation 
on G. An element x of Cr will be called optimal 
with respect to CJ and K - o r more briefly ( a . ) . , K ) -
optimal - if 
(a) x € o , 
(b) ty € CJ and syRx m& «xR/^ # 
This scheme is clearly general enough to include both 
the problems of constrained optimization under scalar* 
valued criteria and the problemsof constrained optimi-
zation under vector-valued criteria. 
For .x e G let G* mean i^*G: <yjt* and 
T X & v K We notice that 
(a) if G* rt o> + 0 then X ia not f6)fR>«-©pti-
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mal, 
(b) if &^ f) co m0 and i f x e a> then x i s 
(co,K)~ optimal. 
If we are interested only in necessary conditions of the 
optimality of a point x of 0 then it is sufficient 
to have at our disposal an "approximation" A (x, co ) 
of the set Q> at the point x and an "approximation" 
B (X, G, ) of the set G* at the point x posses-
' J * x 
sing the property 
*>n&* m 0 «* ACx7c*) OBCx,G*>» 0 . 
If we are interested also in sufficient conditions of 
the optimality,then, of course, also the converse impli-
cation is important. Without additional mathematical 
structures we can hardly construct suitable "approxima-
tions11 different from the trivial ones, as for example 
A(x7 a> ) * co or perhaps A Cx, co ) cz o . 
In what follows we are going to present a rela-
tively simple realization of the idea in real linear 
spaces. Nevertheless, a number of the known necessary 
conditions of the optimality are consequences of theo-
rems, obtained by this approach. A rederivation of both 
classical and more recent necessary conditions will be 
the subject of another paper. Here, only simple illu-
strations are included for the reader's convenience. 
Moreover, the reader will find in [1] a suitable back-
ground fpr the present communication. 
Finally, for the reader's convenience and to avoid 
misunderstandings, we recall some definitions and re-
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suits from the theory of linear spaces. Let L be a 
real linear space, A surrounded point of the set 
A c L is a point x e A possessing the property 
that whatever the element ti, m L , some segment Cx , 
x 4- cc JUL 1 , where at > 0 , is contained in A . Here 
the segment Ex, x + ot/u.3 is the set of all points 
/̂  €. L which are representable in the form /^ --* 
as (4 - X)x + X(x + <tu>) f where 0 £ X & A . A cone 
in L is any set A c L satisfying the condition 
x m A f cc- > 0 .5B-s> otx m A # • 
A linear functional is an additive and homogeneous 
functional. The set of all linear functionals on L will 
be denoted by L* » If L is a real linear topological 
space then the set of all continuous linear functionals 
on L will be denoted by L* # 
Lemma 1 (C2J, Chapter 3, Section 3.2, Theorem 1). 
Let M , N be convex subsets of a real linear space 
L and assume that N has a surrounded point but no 
point of M is a surrounded point of N . Then M , N 
can be separated, that is, there is a nontrivial linear 
functional f and a real number A such that 
x m M «*> t(x) & X f 
x € JSf «d> i(x) £ % . 
Lemma 2 (£31. Chapter I, Paragraph 4). Let L be 
a real linear topological space. If I * L # and if 
there is a non-empty open subset U of L and a real 
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number t auch that l(x) 4* t for all x c U , then 
f«L* 
2. Conical approximations- Let L be a real li-
near apace, let A be a subset of L and let x be a 
point of L • We define approximations C Cx, Q ) and 
KCx f ft) of the set G at the point x as follows: 
4* c CCx.fil) «••»-a* L and V 3 ^ : x + *44 € Q , 
*u* eKCx.fi)*--> 4* € L and 3 V ; x 4-ot.u, c fl . 
9 %>0 etc CO,*) 
We notice the following properties of CCx, (St) and 
KCx,flt): 
(a) KCo<,a) c CCx,a) , 
(b) CCx, Q) and KCx, fl) are cones in L , 
.'(c) XCx^nt^') m K(*9fy(\KCx9Q±) , 
(d) ccx,a^n^) 3 Kcx^nccx,^) . 
Theorem 1» Let G- be a real linear space* Then 
s>n&* • 0 w+ CCCx,€y)nKCx, oJvJ u 
UCKCxt<y)n C (*,<£)! m 0 . 
i • X 
f y o o f . If « « C(«,'fii> n K<x, Gj? ) then 
tfo £ « t > «.*+--<*'« <*£ • At th* 1MB* tin. 
there is ac'« f0,«> such that x + *.'M, « G> . Thus 
/y. .a x + «'x* belongs to *>.'ft G* . If u. « K(x,<u)0 
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fl C (x f &^ ) then the similar argumentation completes 
the proof. 
Illustration, Let x R ^ meanK*) 6 f(*y,), where 
f is a functional defined on a real linear apace & 
and let o> c 6 • 
(a) If there is an element >u. c KCx,o») such that 
the limit 
i(x9juu)m torn, -~ •*—--
9 0L-+O+ ec 
exists and is negative, then xi is not (a>, R)-optimal 
(since there ia e > 0 'such that £CX + CCAM) < £ (x) 
for all oc, € (QfB)f ao that uu belongs also to 
K ( * f G*) c C(xf G*>> . 
(b) If £%(X9AA,) ia defined iV(xf • ) need 
not be linear) for a l l .44 e K(x,co) and i f 
in* i*(x%ju*) 4" 0 then x ia not (&)fK) -optimal 
4L£K(X,0>) ' 7 
( .K(fi) -4 0 € K(X9 G>) , t'<Xf Q) m O • 
(c) (See C4J,p.77) Let the functional f be de-
fined on a region o of a real Banach space O and let 
xc be an interior point of o f at which f has a line-
ar Gateaux differential* Then in order that the point xm 
be (a>,JO-optimal, it ia necessary that quuU Cx9) m & 
(q/t*udJt(xm\ * 0' —* vmdf(x0)(m,) < 0 tor some m,m Qtf 
The approximations K ( * f Q ) and £(*,4) are 
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insufficient in some*.important cases. However, more 
accurate approximations require beside the linearity 
also a convenient topology, as a rule. Thus, it is 
natural to consider now real linear topological spa-
ces. For the sake of simplicity we consider first the 
case of real normed spaces. 
Let L be a real normed space, let Q, be a sub-
set of L and let x be a point of L . We define ap-
proximations M f x , GO and N(x, Q) of the set G, 
at the point X as follows: 
4* e M ( x , Q) «••-> AJL c L and V 3 .• x +• ctv € <3 , 
fCO&* f£) 
AJL € N Cx, ft) «••» -tt € L and 3 V : x 4- ottr a <4 . 
V * OCt*,*) 
Here 0(AA,%%) denotes the set-Jvc L: ftv--xl<€ } . 
Let us again notice a few useful properties of M(&fQ) 
and JVCx, Q) : 
(a) NCx,a)c&C*,Q), C(x,a) c M(x,Q) j 
(b) M(x,Gt) is a closed cone in L j 
N Cx, Q ) is an open cone in L ; 
ic) ' tft-x^ftt^) m N(xf(ki) n/^(x,a£) 5 
(a) Mcx^na^) D N(x,a4)n M(x,%> . 
Theorem 2. Let 6 be a real normed space* TPB*i 
G*>A GJ <* # -# - C M <*,.*> >ri K(x, sj )3 U 
0 £*!(*,<*>> f)M(x, <?*>* * 0 . 
Proof. If *<<*€MCx,a>) H N(xf G* ) then there 
is £a > 0 such that 
00 € CO, Bp), 1 ^ - 4 4 , 1 . < S0 mm* X + fit IT € G ^ • 
Since 44. e M Cx, <̂ >) for every e > 0 there are flg e 
€ CO, £ ) and vr% e 0( .a . ,£ ) such that x 4-/3£ti^ e «a> . 
Consequently, x 4- /3L -wr e o> fl G* # If u> € N(H,GJ )I1 
*# ** * 
nMCtf, GjJ) then the similar argumentation completes the 
proof. 
Remark. It i s not d i f f icul t to verify that 
a> H Gj ~ # -» KCx,o ) ff £ Cx, Gj) - 0 • 
It i s obvious that 
CJH Gj - 0 - + WCx,6>) f1 JMCx, G J ) • • # . 
However, there are G, G>, R and x such that 
<*>H Gj « 0 and MC*,c*>) H & Cx, &J) + * • 
Illustration. Let x R ^ again mean fCx) £ f (<y,) > 
where £ is a functional on G . If at a point x c 
c o> f*Cxr44,) exists for all 44 and if f'Cx,* ) is not 
only continuous but the functions ©* 44 C#) , where 
£ 6c 4- *44, ) * f Cx ) • «t f* («X,4*)- 4- ©,, ^ CoC) , 
i t W ••' * * ^ ' « 0 j 
**4>04- «C 
sat isfy also the condition 
V 3 V . i ^ ' w - 1 < * 
*>© *v# Лco,<г> # Ä . 
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then 
+ €$*,») l*C*>u'y * ° *+ * is not (G).,11) -optimal. 
For other examples in real normed spaces we refer 
to 113,£5J and 162. 
3- Convexity. Since the necessary conditions of 
the optimality assert that an intersection of some sets 
is empty, it is possible, in the case that the sets o 
and G^ or their suitable approximations are convex, 
to use various separation theorems. With regard to the 
properties (c) and (d) of the approximations €(x,ft) > 
K(x,ft), M(x7&) and H(x7Q} and with regard to the 
fact that the set co is often given as an intersection 
of some sets (for example, as the set of all solutions 
to a given system of equations and/or inequalities), it 
is desirable to develop separation theorems for the ca-
se of finite families of convex sets. Some theorems of 
this sort have been stated in £1] and £73. These results 
are straightforward consequences of the following theo-
rems*. • • 
theorem 3. Let A* be a non-empty convex set of 
a real linear space L . I**t A,,., At,..., A ^ be convex 
sets of L such that every A^ U m 4 9£ 9 *" . , />*) has 
a surrounded point. If ,fiA; * 0 then there are li-
l me * 
near functionals £ f . -##. #, and real numbers jL' 
\ i •••» **v «uch that 
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(1) 21 f• -» B and not all f. are trivial, 
(3) * € A^ ««> f̂ Ccx) 4 A^ for * » 091,...?m. . 
Proof* Let us define 
*f'« A,x-A£x... x A^ , 
M *{(*,*, ...,x) •  «x * A0 3 . 
Since A4,JV are disjoint non-empty convex subsets of 
L x L x ,,, x L and since K has a surrounded point, 
it follows from Lemma 1 that there is £ e CL x. L x ... 
... x L ) * and a real number A such that f *y 0 and 
(a) x € N »•> f (x) '* A , 
(b) x e M -—$• f C\x> g A . 
Since (h x L x . . . x L ) # ia isomorphic to L # x L*x.. . 
- . . x L # , there are f̂ , f^ . . . , f m € L * such tha t 
f * t • f. • ' . . . ' + f-•"•' .Deno t ing Ax "«• m& h <x) 
* ** ^ * . * * * 4 * 
(i = 4, £,... '/it.) we obtain 'X. A. £ Jt and x* A. «* 
• ' ? 4*4 * * 
«> f̂ Coc) 4 A. . We complete the proof by defining 
i tm - i X mm ~ X • 
Theorem 4. Let A0 be a non-empty convex set of 
a real linear space L • Let At>Aal..., A ^ be non-
empty algebraically open convex sets of L • If there 
are I..,' I, ,..., f̂  € L* and real numbers 
-509 - • , 
\ , \%"'i An, saCft that d)it2) an(i (3) from Theorem 3 
m 
are valid, then . H A . -• 0 . 
Proof. If j( t.n A- then 0 »,£ f. CM) #£ 
* X X. £ 0 and thus £.(*) m X: for 
4 SMI 0f 1y.,.., <rt . However, this is impossible, since the-
re is -i0 e { 4t±f,.0J ml such that f̂  4» 0 and sin-
ce A* is a non-empty algebraically open set. 
o 
Theorem 3*. Let A 0 be a non-empty convex set of 
a real linear topological space L . Let A ,A ..., A ^ 
be convex sets of L such that every A. (i * 4 2f.,0 m,) 
TV 
has an inner point. If , O A . -» 0 then there are 
^j'i> M')i f i k* an^ real numbers X0%X^9...9 X^ such 
that (1),(2) and (3) from Theorem 3 are valid. 
Proof. Every inner point of A± is a surrounded 
point of A,. . Hence there are f̂ ,!,,, ..., f^ c L* and 
Ad, Xf9 ..., A ^ satisfying (1),(2) and (3). Since 
I^C^c) 4k X^ for x 6 A^ C* » 'J,2,..., /n, ) there are 
non-empty open sets U^ and real numbers t^ such that 
«+ m U 4 *•*> f̂  % ) -4. t̂  f i - 4f £, .,,, m, . 
Consequently9 by Lemma 2, f̂  is continuous for -£ *• -f 
i9*#.,>*t. The functional f# is also continuous, since 
f# - - Z f* . 
Theorem 4#* Let A 0 be a non-empty convex set of a 
real linear topological space L , Let A i 9 Att..., A ^ be 
non-empty open convex sets of L . If there are such 
- 510 
to^if'?$*,£ --** and such real numbers fraf \f...f X 
that (1) , (2) and (3) from Theorem 3 are valid, then 
A A, m 0 . 
Proof. The sets A^A^,.,., A ^ are algebraically 
open. 
Remark. We have already mentioned that the cor-
responding assertions from til and 171 easily follow 
from the theorems of this section. During preparation 
of this text some other results of this sort were pub-
lished ([81). Also these assertions are straightforward 
consequences of the theorems presented here. 
Corollary 1 £81. Let A 0 be a non-empty convex co-
ne of a real linear space L . Let A A.,..., A ^ be 
non-empty algebraically open convex cones in L . The in-
tersection DA. is empty if and only if there a-
^ 90 * 
re additive functipnals £a , £ . . . , f^ (not a l l t r i -
v ia l ) such that X £» •» 8 a n d x e A . *•-»£, GO .6 0 
%m0 * <% % 
for i - 0,1,..., m. . 
Proof. We use Theorem 3 and notice that 9 is not 
a surrounded point of L N A^ . Hence every A^ is non-
negative and thus 7i± m 0 for all -i . 
Corollary 2 £82. Let A 0 be a non-empty convex co-
ne of a real linear topological space L # Let A i f A t,„. 
..., A ^ be non-empty open convex cones in L . The inter-
section f\ A • is empty if and only if there are 
continuous additive functional* f#, .£,,..., £„-, (not all 
- 511 -
trivial) such that .£ £• - © and x 6 A - -*•» 
— » 14 C*) i O , 
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